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ABSTRACT
Petri nets are a powerful formalism for the specification and verification of concurrent and real-time systems. Real-time systems
must be carefully verified because even a small failure in these systems can cause loss of human lives. For this purposes the time
reachability analysis of Petri nets with incorporated time issue is more than suitable. The best known and probably the most used
Petri nets with incorporated time issue are Time Petri Nets. To perform sophisticated time analyses of systems the Time Basic Nets
are far more suitable then Time Petri Nets. This paper presents notions and notations of these nets, their properties and mainly the
application of the reachability analysis approach of Time Petri Nets to Time Basic Nets for the purpose of easier time examination.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, plenty of systems exist in which time plays
a profound role. Such systems are called time-critical
systems whose functionalities are defined with respect to
time and whose correctness can only be assessed by taking
time into consideration. Real-time systems, such as patient
monitoring systems, aircraft control systems or traffic
control systems, are very common in our everyday life.
Even the smallest failure in such a system can cause
enormous damages or loss of human lives. That’s why
these systems must be carefully and precisely verified.
Petri nets are well-suited to model and analyze realtime systems [2] – [19]. Several extensions of Petri nets
with incorporated time issue have been already proposed
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 15]. The most used are Time Petri net,
Stochastic Petri nets and Time Basic Nets. Stochastic Petri
nets are appropriate for performance evaluation but they
do not seem to be useful for modeling and verification of
real-time systems where correctness depends on timing
bounds. Time Petri nets on the other hand are capable of
modeling real-time systems but just a specific part of
them. The most suitable extensions of Petri nets are Time
Basic Nets, because they have all the advantages of Time
Petri nets plus they have a bigger modeling power as it
will be demonstrated later.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 basic
definitions of Time Petri nets are presented. Later on an
approach will be presented for finding the reachable
markings of this kind of Petri nets. Section 3 deals with
Time Basic nets, their definition and two basic time
semantics. The approach from section 2 can be easily
applied to Time Basic nets. This is shown in section 4 by
an example. Section 5 summarizes the achieved goals and
we outline further goals of our current research.
2. TIME PETRI NETS
Time Petri Nets (TPNs) are Petri Nets where to each
transition a static time interval (SI) is assigned [1] – [4].
The smallest time value of these time intervals is called
Static Earliest Firing Time (SEFT) and the largest time

value is called Static Latest Firing Time (SLFT). The
Static Firing Interval of the transition will be the closed
left bounded interval of times between its SEFT and
SLFT. For two time intervals I1 = [u1, v1] and I2 = [u2, v2]
with 0 ≤ ui ≤ vi ≤ +∞ we define I1 + I2 = [u1 + u2, v1 + v2]
and I1 – I2 = [u1 – u2, v1 – v2].
A state in TPNs is a pair S=(m, I) where m is a
marking and I is a firing interval set (function) which
associates with each enabled transition the time interval in
which the transition is allowed to fire.
From the initial state a new state can be reached by a
given sequence of firing times corresponding to a firing
sequence. Since all time intervals assigned to transitions
consist of real numbers the number of reachable states
produced by the firing of a single transition is infinite. To
handle this problem a state class is introduced.
A state class represents all states reachable from the
initial state by firing all feasible firing values
corresponding to the same firing sequence. More formally,
a state class is a pair C = (m, D) in which m is the marking
of the class and D is the firing domain of the class, which
is defined as the union of the firing domain of all the
states in the class. All states in the class have the same
marking. A transition t is firable from class C = (m, D) if t
is enabled by marking m, and may fire before the
minimum of all LFT’s related to all enabled transitions.
Firing rules in detail can be seen in [3, 4].
2.1. Clock stamped state classes
As we will see later, clock stamped state classes are
very helpful in those cases, when we want to find the
answer to the question, whether some process or action
ends its execution until a specified time [3].
A clock stamped state class (CS-class) is a 3-tuple C =
(M, D, ST) where M is a marking; D is a firing domain,
i.e., a set of constraints on the values of the time to fire for
transitions enabled by current marking M. D(ti) represents
the firing interval of an enabled transition ti. The left
bound of D(ti) is denoted as EFT(ti) (earliest firing time)
and the right bound of D(ti) is denoted as LFT(ti) (latest
firing time); ST represents the (global) time interval of the
CS-class.
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For an enabled transition ti, D(ti) gives the global firing
time interval of ti. The word “global” means a relative
counting of values to the beginning of the net’s execution
from the initial CS-class C0. The initial CS-class is
defined as C0 = (m0, D0, ST0) where m0 is the initial
marking, D0 contains all the static firing time intervals of
the transitions enabled in m0, and ST0 = [0, 0]. ST
represents the global time delay interval in which the net
runs from C0 to current CS-class C.
The following firing rules guide the generation of all
reachable CS-classes of a TPN. An enabled transition tj is
said to be firable at CS-class Ck if EFTk(tj) ≤ min{LFTk(ti),
ti ∈ E(Ck)}, where E(Ck) is the enabled set at Ck. Let Fr(Ck)
be the set of firable transition at CS-class Ck, and let
min

,

(1)

where MLFT(Ck) defines the minimum of latest firing
times of all firable transitions in Fr(Ck). The firable
transitions in Fr(Ck) can be divided into two groups: a)
inherited firable transitions that were firable before Ck is
reached and b) new firable transitions that begin firable at
changes the CSCk. The firing of transition
class to Ck+1. If CS-class Ck = (mk, Dk, STk) and Ck+1 =
(mk+1, Dk+1, STk+1) then the following steps define
transition firing rules:
1. Calculate Dk(tf), the feasible firing intervals of the
firing transition tf, by shifting right bound of D(tf) to
MLFT(Ck) while keeping its left bound unchanged,
i.e.,
,

,

(2)

2. The calculation of firing intervals of inherited firable
transitions in CS-class Ck+1 can be done following
ways:
and collect (inherited)
a) Let
firable transitions at
. Function B(tf) is
responsible for removing tokens from input places of
transition tf.
b) Let Dk+1 = Dk and delete from Dk+1 all entries
whose corresponding transitions are disabled by
.
c) For each inherited firable transition tj (tj≠tf) at
, let
max

,

.

(3)

3. Calculate the firing intervals of new firable transitions
after firing tf:
and collect new firable
a) Let
transitions. These transitions are firable in
but
. Function F(tf) is
not in virtual marking
responsible for adding tokens to the output places of
transition tf.
b) Add into Dk+1 entries that corresponding new
transitions at mk+1: if tj (tj ≠ tf) is new firable transition
at mk+1, then
.

c)

(4)

If tf is still firable at mk+1 after its own firing, then

.

(5)

Formal proofs and examples for the above mentioned
approach can be found in [3]. In section 3 a modified
version of this approach will be used to generate the
reachable state classes of Time Basic Nets.
3. TIME BASIC NETS
Time Basic nets (TB nets) are a particular case of
Time Environment Relationship nets (TER nets) [8].
When we assume that the only types of tokens in TER
nets are time values (chronos) then we get TB nets. TB
nets have been introduced in [2].
3.1. Definition of Time Basic Nets
A TB net can be characterized as a 6-tuple where P, T
and F are, respectively, the sets of places, transitions, and
arcs of nets. The set of places connected with transition t
by an arc entering t is called as the preset of t. Symbol Θ
(a numeric set) is the set of values (timestamps),
associated with the tokens. A timestamp represents the
time at which the token has been created. In the following,
we assume Θ to be the set of non-negative real numbers,
i.e., time is assumed to be continuous. Function tf
associates a function tft (called time-function) with each
transition t. Let enab be a tuple of tokens, one for each
place in preset of t. Function tft associates with each tuple
enab a set of value θ
, such that each value in θ is
not less than the maximum of the timestamps associated
with the tokens belonging to enab. At this moment we can
define the enabling tuple, enabling time and the firing
time.
Given a transition t and a marking m, let enab be a
tuple of tokens, one for each input place of transition t. If
tft(enab) is not empty, enab is said to be an enabling tuple
for transition t and the pair x = <enab, t> is said to be an
enabling. The triple y = <enab, t, τ> where <enab, t> is
, is said to be a firing. τ is
an enabling and
said to be the firing time. The maximum among the
timestamps associated with tuple enab is the enabling time
of the enabling <enab, t>. Firing occurrences, which
ultimately produce firing sequences, define the dynamic
evolution of the net (its semantics); markings represent the
states and transitions represent events of the modeled
system.
The following statements must hold in TB nets: time
never decreases; if the system does not stop, time
eventually progresses. More axioms for TB nets can be
found in [2].
In TB nets we can distinguish two time semantics:
weak and strong time semantics. At this point we will
describe the advantages and disadvantages both of them.
3.2. Weak time semantics
The TB net on the Fig. 1 demonstrates a pointing
system of a fighter where the pilot can decide whether to
shoot a framed target if the pointing system is ready to
operate or leave the engaged battle [2].
The presence of a token in place p1 represents a framed
target. Timestamp of the token in this place is the time at
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which the target was framed. A token in place p2
represents the readiness of the pointing system for
operations.

3.3. Strong time semantics
Strong time semantics (STS) are used in those cases
where some processes must occur in a specified order.
This is also the case of TPNs introduced earlier.
At first we will show an example where STS is
introduced. Formal definition will be defined later.
TB net on the Fig. 2 shows the landing process on an
aircraft carrier. The presence of a token in place p1
represents the engagement of the landing gears. A token in
place p2 represents the readiness of the systems for
landing operations and a token in place p3 represents the
fact that the landing deck was reached by the aircraft. If
the aircraft has reached the landing deck there are two
possible situations which can happen. The aircraft catches
with its landing hook one of the three steel wires that are
stretched across the landing deck of the ship. In this
situation the aircraft landed safely (token in place p5).
There is also a possibility when the aircraft misses the
wires and must get back to the air as soon as possible
otherwise it will tumble to the ocean. This situation is
modeled by transition t2.

Fig. 1 TB net: pointing system of a fighter

Firing the transition t1 models the start of the battle. A
framed target can be shot down if it was not framed too
long before the time at which the pointing system
becomes ready. This condition is specified by time
. If the battle started then the pilot has at most
function
2 time units to shoot down the framed target. If these 2
time units passes then the pilot losses the chance to shoot
down the enemy and can only leave the engaged battle
(the pilot must frame the target again to be able to shoot
it). These conditions are specified be transitions t2 and t3,
respectively.
As it was shown in the above example the transition t2
was not forced to fire. Using weak time semantics the
transitions may fire, but they are not forced to do so. The
following axioms describe the formal definition of
monotonic weak time semantics (MWTS).
Axiom 1: All the times of the firings of an MWTS
firing sequence σ must be no less than any of the time
stamps of the tokens of m0.
Axiom 2: All the times of firings of an MWTS
sequence σ are monotonically nondecreasing with respect
to their occurrence in σ.
Axiom 3: For all
Θ there exists k, k ≥ 0, such that
all firing sequences with at least k firings contain at least
one firing whose time is greater than τ, i.e. the number of
firings that can occur within a given time interval is
bounded.
Axiom 1 requires that all firings must occur not earlier
than the times associated with the tokens in the initial
marking m0. Axiom 2 describes the monotonicity of the
occurrences of firings in the sequence with respect to their
firing times. Axioms 1 and 2 capture the fact that time
never decreases. Axiom 3 states that if the system does not
stop, time eventually progresses, or in other word, there
exist no infinitely long firing sequences that take a finite
amount of time. This property is often required in realtime system models [6].

Fig. 2 TB net: landing on an aircraft carrier

As it was shown in the previous example the transition
t2 was forced to fire unless disabled by the transition t3.
Using STS the transition must fire until its deadline unless
disabled by the firing of some other transition. For STS
further axioms must hold in contradiction to MWTS.
Axiom 4: No enabling tuple exists in the initial
marking m0 whose maximum firing time is less than
maximum of the timestamps associated with the tokens in
m0. In this case the marking m0 is called strong initial
marking.
Axiom 5: Let σ be a monotonic weak firing sequence
of a TB net with a strong initial marking. σ = <y1, y2,…,
yi,…> is a strong firing sequence if and only if for each
transition t and for each reachable marking mi, 1≤ i, there
exists no tuple enab enabling transition t in mi such that
the time of firing yi+1 is greater than all the firing times of
t under tuple enab.
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As it was mentioned earlier, STS requires enablings to
fire within their maximum firing time unless disabled by
some other firings occurring before the maximum firing
time has expired. The set of firing sequences obtained by
STS is a proper subset of the set obtained by MWTS.
3.4. Time interval semantics of Time Basic nets
Until now we used point time semantics to assign a
single time value to each token. Instead of time point
semantics another time semantic can be used [7].
Interval semantics of TB nets give us the opportunity
to assign a time interval (TI) to each token. This time
interval specifies the time values in which the tokens can
be created. Using TI instead of timestamps gives us a
bigger modeling power. Any token (chronos) τ in TI is
,
, where
considered to be a TI
0, ∞ .In TI semantics we replace any enabling tuple
with a corresponding
,…,
|
|
collection of TIs that is called time interval profile (TIP).
Besides the set operation , ,
a new operation “+” is
and TI
defined. For a given constant
,
, we have:
,
, ·
· , · . For TIs and
we have:
, ,
,
,
,
,
,
.
Given TB net N0 = (P, T, Θ, pre, post, tf, q0), then
tft(enab) has for a given enab the unique representation
0

(6)

where τen is a TI that depends on enab, tft(0) is a TI that
does not depend on enab. To put it another way, any tgenerated TI τt can be represented as a sum of two TIs:
τen- the determinate TI that depends on TIP enab in
question and on t (or tft) and a constant TI tft(0), which
depends only on the structure of the TB nets in question.
According to the above mentioned unique representation
of enab some interesting features can be found in [7] and
[9].
4. CLOCK STAMPED STATE CLASSES OF TIME
BASIC NETS
As it was mentioned earlier, reachability problem for
time-critical systems is quite different then for ordinary
systems. Several researchers tried to solve this crucial
problem [7] – [14]. Unfortunately, no general solution of
this problem exists for Time Basic Nets.
For the TB net shown on Fig. 3 we will apply the
generation rules introduced in section 2. For this TB net a
strong time semantic is used.
To use the generation rules we simply replace the
names of the places in all time functions with concrete
and
are rewritten as
time values. Time functions
|8

0,0,8
0| 4
7,1

27.

max 0,0
10
10
20,
9

1

8

max 0,8
(7)
3 · |7

1|

4

9

Fig. 3 Simple TB net with concurrency and synchronisation

The initial CS-class is C0 = (m0, D0, ST0) where
0,0 ,
0 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 7 , 1 , 0,0,0,0,0 ,
9,27 .
10,20 ,

(8)

From the initial CS-class C0 the transition t1 and t2 is
firable. After the firing of transition t1 from the initial CSclass the next CS-class C1 = (m1, D1, ST1) can be
computed as follows
min

,

min 20,27
10,20 ,

20,
,
0,0,0, 0 , 7 , 1 , 10,20 , 0,0,0 ,
max
,
,
10,27 ;
max 0, 10,20
2
max 0, 10,20
4
12,24 .

(9)

From the further computation of CS-classes we can
create the reachability tree as described on Fig. 4.
Questions like “Is the specified marking reachable until 20
time units?” or “Can this situation happen in the time
interval [12, 24]?” can be easily answered by this
reachabilty tree.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The reachability problem is the most crucial problem
in Petri nets. It is closely related to other problems like
liveness, deadlock, boundedness or the coverability
problem.
For this reason we tried to find the solution for this
problem. At first we proposed an approach which solves
this problem for TPNs. Later on we introduced TB nets
with their different time semantics, such as weak time
semantics, strong time semantics and time interval
semantics.
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Fig. 4 Reachability tree of the TB net from Fig. 3

For TB nets with STS the approach from section 2 was
applied because TB are far more general than TPNs.
Our future work will be focused on the further
examination of unbounded TB nets. Currently we are
working on a computer tool which will use TB nets to
create and verify models of systems.
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